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Abstract
We measure absolute branching fractions for six exclusive Ds semileptonic decays. We use
data collected in the CLEO-c detector from e+e− annihilations delivered by the Cornell Electron
Storage Ring with a center-of-mass energy near 4170 MeV. We find B(Ds → φeν) = (2.14± 0.17±
0.09)%, B(Ds → ηeν) = (2.28 ± 0.14 ± 0.20)%, and B(Ds → η′eν) = (0.68 ± 0.15 ± 0.06)% for
the largest modes, where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second are systematic. We
also obtain B(Ds → K0eν) = (0.39± 0.08± 0.03)%, B(Ds → K∗eν) = (0.18± 0.04± 0.01)%, and
B(Ds → f0eν, f0 → pipi) = (0.13 ± 0.02 ± 0.01)% for f0 masses within 60 MeV of 980 MeV. We
use our results to determine the η − η′ and f0 mixing angles with ss¯, and we combine our results
with lattice calculations to estimate |Vcs|. This measurement improves upon the Ds semileptonic
branching ratio precision and provides a new approach for future work that eliminates the D∗s
daughter photon reconstruction.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ds semileptonic decays have applications in both QCD tests and light meson spectroscopy.
Most notably, exclusive Ds decays to the dominant modes (φeν, ηeν, η
′eν) involve no light
valence quarks and thus provide an ideal opportunity for comparisons to lattice QCD re-
sults [1, 2]. Additionally, since the Ds primarily couples to the final state hadron’s ss¯
component, Ds decay rates can probe the quark content of η − η′ [3, 4] and of the scalar
f0 [5–7] (including possible glue components [8, 9]).
Further, inclusive semileptonic width measurements of strange and non-strange D mesons
have revealed an interesting gap. The widths for D±, D0, and Ds decays should be equal in
the Operator Product Expansion (OPE), up to SU(3) symmetry breaking and nonfactoriz-
able components [10] (although phase space considerations may not be trivial [11]). While
the D± and D0 inclusive widths are consistent with each other, the Ds inclusive semileptonic
width [12] falls some 16% lower, outside the range of experimental error. As the few lowest
lying resonances dominate D0 and possibly D+ semileptonics [13–15], a higher precision
measurement of the analogous modes in Ds semileptonics could shed light on this difference.
Although Ds exclusive semileptonic rates have been previously studied [16–18], the ear-
lier measurements used relative branching fractions and focused on only Ds → φeν or Ds →
φµν. These measurements are complicated by possible interference between the reference
mode, Ds → φpi, and other Ds → KKpi modes. BaBar [19] has more recently obtained
B(Ds → φeν) = (2.61 ± 0.03 ± 0.17)% in a relative measurement using a 10 MeV mass
requirement for φ → KK and taking Ds → KKpi as their reference mode. In addition to
its inclusive Ds semileptonic measurement [12], CLEO-c has determined absolute branch-
ing fractions for six Ds exclusive semileptonic modes in a partial (310 pb
−1) data sam-
ple [20] and performed another analysis for Ds → φeν and Ds → f0eν over a larger sample
(600 pb−1) [21]. Our analysis improves upon these results by using a novel technique that
increases the efficiency for all semileptonic modes and eliminates a limiting systematic in
prior measurments.
We use a data sample with an integrated e+e− luminosity of 586 pb−1 at a 4170 MeV
center-of-mass energy, collected in the CLEO-c detector [22, 23]. The detector provided
both charged and neutral particle identification. Charged particles followed a helical path
through the detector’s drift chamber under the uniform 1.0 Tesla magnetic field, allowing
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particle tracking, momentum determination, and mass identification from the specific ion-
ization (dE/dx). A Ring-Imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH) improved charged particle
identification for higher momentum tracks, where dE/dx does not give good separation.
The RICH measured the light cone given off by particles passing through a LiF radiator,
with an opening angle determined by the particle velocity. CLEO’s CsI electromagnetic
calorimeter detected photons, measuring their energy and direction. The calorimeter also
contributed to identifying electrons through E/p, the energy deposited by a charged par-
ticle in the calorimeter relative to its momentum. Drift chamber tracks had a momentum
resolution of 0.35% at 1 GeV, while calorimeter energy measurements had a resolution of
about 4% at an energy of 100 MeV and about 2.2% at an energy of 1 GeV. [24]
II. D∗sDs EVENT IDENTIFICATION
Most Ds production in electron-positron collisions at a 4170 MeV center-of-mass energy
comes in the form of D∗sDs events with a cross section of 0.92 nb, while DsDs events make
up another 0.03 nb [25]. By contrast, the cross section to other charm events totals around
9 nb, with another 12 nb for uds continuum. To cleanly separate candidate Ds events from
other charm and continuum, we completely reconstruct, or tag, one of the Ds mesons in the
event. We use 13 different Ds decay modes in our tag reconstruction, listed in Table I.
The D∗s decays to Dsγ about 95% of the time. The most common state produced in Ds
events then contains a D+s , a D
−
s , and a photon. The standard approach would involve a tag
consisting of oneDs and theD
∗
s daughter photon, leaving just the otherDs. However, theD
∗
s
daughter photon reconstruction causes both an efficiency loss (about 1/3 are lost) and a high
fake rate (about 50% of the true total), with nontrivial systematic effects given the accuracy
of calorimeter simulations for low energy deposition. We consequently do not reconstruct
the D∗s daughter photon. This significantly improves our signal statistics and reduces the
problematic photon fakes, albeit at the expense of a clean neutrino missing mass on the
semileptonic side. Given the low backgrounds from our Ds and electron selections, however,
we see a net improvement in our error by dropping the D∗s daughter photon, using only the
reconstructed Ds as our tag, and constructing an alternate method for signal determination
(described in Sec. III).
Each tag mode’s daughter particles have various track and shower quality requirements to
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TABLE I. Tag modes and counts. We list tag modes using their charges in D+s decays for clarity,
although the number of tags column contains the sum of results from both D+s and D
−
s . The listed
error is statistical.
D+s mode Number of tags
KSK
+ 6,226.7 ± 101.2
K+K−pi+ 27,373.5 ± 248.4
KSK
+pi0 2,246.8 ± 209.9
KSKSpi
+ 1,125.5 ± 76.5
K+K−pi+pi0 7,355.5 ± 377.4
KSK
+pi+pi− 1,859.4 ± 120.6
KSK
−pi+pi+ 3,377.3 ± 100.0
pi+pi+pi− 6,606.3 ± 337.7
pi+η 3,810.3 ± 190.8
pi+pi0η 9,476.9 ± 529.0
pi+η′, η′ → pi+pi−η 2,386.6 ± 65.6
pi+pi0η′, η′ → pi+pi−η 1,090.5 ± 118.7
pi+η′, η′ → ρ0γ 4,272.3 ± 193.3
Sum 77,207.5 ± 880.2
ensure properDs reconstruction. Each fitted track must come within 5 mm of the interaction
point in the radial direction and within 5 cm in the beam direction. Each track must also
have at least 50% of the expected drift chamber wire hits and fall within the drift chamber’s
fiducial volume (| cos θ| < 0.93, with θ measured from the beamline). Candidate pions are
required to have momenta above 50 MeV or 100 MeV (depending on the mode’s background)
to avoid double counting by swapping soft pions with the other side Ds. Candidate kaons
must have a momentum above 125 MeV. Each track must have a dE/dx consistent with its
mass hypothesis to within three standard deviations (3σ), and we add a combined RICH
and dE/dx requirement for tracks in the RICH fiducial region (| cos θ| < 0.8) when dE/dx
does not give good separation (momenta above 700 MeV). Our photon candidates (including
pi0 and η daughters) must have shower energies above 30 MeV, and no tracks may lead to
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that shower.
Intermediate resonances receive additional selections. Our pi0 → γγ and η → γγ can-
didates must have a pull mass (standard deviation from nominal mass) within 3σ, and
the η may not have both daughter showers detected in the calorimeter’s endcap region
(0.85 < | cos θ| < 0.93). Candidate KS must have a mass within 6.3 MeV (1.6σ) of their
nominal value. Our η′ → pipiη decays must involve a reconstructed η′ mass within 10 MeV
of its nominal value. The η′ → ρ0γ mode has the wider mass requirement that the η′ mass
falls between 920 MeV and 995 MeV, with a ρ mass between 0.5 GeV and 1.0 GeV. We
also require individual tag mode selections to reject particular backgrounds. Specifically, no
subset of particles may form a D0 or D± to avoid D∗ events (e.g. in KKpipi0, the KKpi mass
can not fall between 1860 MeV and 1880 MeV); two pions may not form a KS invariant
mass except when explicitly desired; and in the pipipi mode, treating a reconstructed pion as
a kaon can not form a D0 mass with one of the other pions.
As a final restriction on our Ds tag candidates, we ensure that they have a momentum
consistent with a D∗sDs event through their recoil mass. The Ds recoil mass is defined by
Mrecoil ≡ |pcm − pDs| =
√(
Ecm −
√
|pDs |2 +M2Ds
)2
− |pcm − pDs |2, (1)
where pcm, Ecm, and pcm correspond to the center-of-mass four vector, energy, and momen-
tum, respectively; MDs is the nominal Ds mass; and pDs denotes the reconstructed Ds
momentum. The recoil mass corresponds to the D∗s mass for prompt Ds in D
∗
sDs, and it
is fairly uncorrelated with the reconstructed invariant mass. We require a minimum recoil
mass of 2.051 GeV for KSK, KKpi, piη, and piη
′, η′ → pipiη; a minimum recoil mass of
2.101 GeV for pipipi; and a minimum recoil mass of 2.099 GeV for all other tag modes. We
only keep the best Ds candidate for each charge, as determined by the recoil mass closest
to the D∗s mass (2.112 GeV). This procedure successfully reconstructs around 7.2% of all
prompt Ds decays and around 5.7% of all secondary Ds decays (those where the Ds came
from a D∗s , broadening their momentum distribution).
To obtain our total Ds tag counts, we fit the Ds invariant mass spectrum for each tag
mode, as shown in Figure 1. We model our signal shape with either the sum of two
Gaussians (a double Gaussian) or a Gaussian added to another with a power law tail (a
Gaussian+Crystal Ball [26]). The tag modes KSK, KKpi, KSKSpi, KSK
+pipi, KSK
−pipi,
and piη′, η′ → pipiη each receive the double Gaussian signal shape, while the other modes
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receive the Gaussian+Crystal Ball signal shape. We use a quadratic background for KKpipi0,
pipipi, pipi0η, and piη′, η′ → ρ0γ, with a linear background for the other tag modes. Table I
gives the tagged Ds counts resulting from our fits.
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FIG. 1. Invariant Ds mass for each of our 13 tag modes. Points with error bars represent the
data, the solid line represents our total fit, and the dotted and dashed lines give our signal and
background fit components, respectively.
III. SEMILEPTONIC RECONSTRUCTION
Each semileptonic reconstruction involves an electron (positron) identification. We use
three parameters in a weighted combination to identify a track as an electron. The most
useful separation comes from the energy deposited in the calorimeter relative to the parti-
cle’s momentum, E/p. We also include the particle’s specific ionization in the drift chamber
(dE/dx) and RICH information. Our electron efficiency varies by semileptonic mode but
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generally falls between 60%–70%, with most of the efficiency loss coming from a requirement
that the electrons have momenta above 200 MeV (above the pion and electron dE/dx cross-
ing). Only 0.1% of kaons in the appropriate momentum range successfully fake an electron,
while pions fake less than 0.01% of the time.
We also require that no semileptonic event have tracks from the interaction point other
than those accounted for in the tagged Ds, the electron, and the semileptonic-side hadron.
We considered a similar constraint on extra energy in the calorimeter but did not find it
useful given the spurious showers that accompany hadronic interactions.
Five of our six exclusive semileptonic measurements use a similar technique. Ds → φeν,
Ds → η′eν, Ds → K0eν, Ds → K∗eν, and Ds → f0eν all involve finding the Ds tag, the
semileptonic-side electron, and the semileptonic-side hadron, then fitting the tagged Ds in-
variant mass spectrum for the total number of semileptonic events. In these modes, low
backgrounds allow us to determine the event counts without directly incorporating the
semileptonic-side hadron’s kinematic information into the fit. Ds → ηeν does see signif-
icant background from photon fakes, so we instead perform a two-dimensional fit to the
tagged Ds invariant mass and the η pull mass.
A. Ds → (φ, η
′,K0,K∗, f0)eν
We reconstruct our semileptonic-side hadrons through the modes φ → KK; η′ →
pipiη, η → γγ; K0 → KS → pipi; K∗ → Kpi; and f0 → pipi. We require the same daughter
particle selections as for Ds tags, with a few exceptions. Our φ → KK decays produce
soft kaons that can decay in flight. Consequently, we remove the requirement that the drift
chamber has 50% or more of the expected hits. We also do not use the RICH information
for kaons from a φ. The K∗ → Kpi decay has a similar (but less severe) soft kaon prob-
lem, so we relax its kaon hit requirement to 30%. We apply a flight significance selection
in KS → pipi decays to ensure that the daughter pions did not come from the interaction
point (pipi vertex more than 4σ from the interaction point). We also add a maximum flight
distance of 20 cm to avoid fake KS created near the calorimeter. Given the low back-
grounds, we implement loose mass selections on our resonances: the reconstructed φ mass
must be within 15 MeV of the nominal mass on the low side and 30 MeV on the high side
(−15 MeV < M reconφ −Mnomφ < 30 MeV), avoiding sensitivity to resonance effects near KK
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threshold while retaining the high-side mass tail; the reconstructed η′ mass must fall within
10 MeV of its nominal value; KS follows the 6.3 MeV mass cut listed with our tags; the K
∗
mass must be within 106 MeV of its nominal value; and the f0 mass must be within 60 MeV
of 980 MeV.
We see some background in our exclusive semileptonic modes from other Ds semilep-
tonic decays (e.g. Ds → f0eν, f0 → KK background in Ds → φeν; Ds → φeν, φ → KSKL
background in Ds → K0eν). For φeν, we use our measured Ds → f0eν branching fraction
and Monte Carlo simulations with a Flatte´ model [27, 28] to correct our observed branching
fraction. In K∗eν and K0eν, we cut on the “missing mass,” which here corresponds to
the invariant mass of the neutrino and the D∗s photon. This selection (mass squared below
0.4 GeV2 for K0eν and below 0.45 GeV2 for K∗eν) distinguishes signal from background
events with a missing KL. Finally, we ensure that we do not have φeν, φ → KK faking
K∗eν, K∗ → Kpi by treating the K∗ pion as a kaon and vetoing candidates with an invariant
KK mass less than 1.06 GeV. We apply an explicit correction for remaining background
from otherDs semileptonic modes by using the background mode’s measured branching ratio
and the efficiency with which it fakes the target mode’s selections. We additionally correct
for the small number of events (0.10–1.25, depending on semileptonic mode) with a true Ds
but a false hadron or non-semileptonic electron using Monte Carlo predictions, cross-checked
by data comparisons in the hadronic mass sideband and alternate reconstructions for the
electron.
After finding an event with a valid Ds tag, electron, and semileptonic-side hadron, we fit
the tag’s invariant mass. We take the signal shape for each Ds tag mode from the results
of that mode’s tagging fit. Each mode gets a linear or constant background based on our
Monte Carlo prediction for combinatoric background. We then perform an unbinned, log
likelihood fit on the data that is linked across the 13 tag modes by a common branching
ratio constraint. Figure 2 shows the results of our fits, summed over all 13 tag modes.
B. Ds → ηeν
We reconstruct Ds → ηeν through η → γγ. We use the same selections as for η in our Ds
tags except for the pull mass requirement, which we relax to 5σ to give sufficient sideband
regions in our fits. After reconstructing the η, we also implement a missing mass squared
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FIG. 2. Tagged Ds invariant mass summed over all modes after semileptonic selections for φeν,
η′eν, f0eν, KSeν, and K∗eν. Crosses represent data, while the solid line gives our total fit. The
dotted line shows the signal part of our fit, the dashed line gives combinatoric background, and
the small, peaking component represented by the dashed-dot line gives our background from other
Ds semileptonic modes.
maximum of 0.5 GeV2 to avoid backgrounds from other semileptonic modes that decay to
η (like Ds → η′eν, η′ → pi0pi0η).
We see several “volunteer” events in our Ds → ηeν reconstruction, where a true event
gets reconstructed incorrectly. This happens when the D∗s daughter photon or a photon fake
combines with a true η daughter photon to make a false η combination, either in addition
to the true combination or as the only combination when the true η was missed. While the
D∗s daughter photon volunteer rate can be determined from kinematics, the volunteer rate
from fake photon combinations depends upon detector effects that are not well understood.
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We explicitly estimate the rate of these volunteer events by reconstructing D0 → K∗η in
the much larger 3770 MeV CLEO-c sample and incorporate the η volunteer rate from that
data’s result into our fits.
We then perform a two-dimensional fit to the reconstructed Ds tag mass and the η pull
mass. As before, we use the results of our Ds tagging fits to fix the Ds invariant mass
shape. We take a signal η shape from the Monte Carlo with a single scale parameter. Both
the tag and the η pull mass fits receive linear background functions. We generate our two-
dimensional fit function by multiplying the signal and background tag functions by the signal
and background η functions, taking separate normalizations for each background mode and
using a common branching ratio for the signal shapes across each tag mode. We constrain
our true Ds, false η using our D
0 → K∗η study’s volunteer rate, adjusted for the number of
kaons and pions in the Ds tag mode.
Figure 3 shows the Ds mass and η pull mass projections of our two-dimensional fits.
C. Systematic Uncertainties
Our dominant systematic errors (those with a relative error above 1%) come from par-
ticle reconstruction, particularly from the soft kaons frequently produced in Ds → φeν and
Ds → K∗eν decays (around 2%); fit uncertainties on the Ds tag spectrum (2%); the effect of
our Monte Carlo’s form factor model on predicted efficiencies (1%–3%); the choice of a best
candidate for the recoil mass (0%–3%); the mass resolution on our η′, K∗, and f0 selections
(3%); soft KS reconstruction in Ds → KSeν (7%); and η reconstruction via two photons in
Ds → ηeν and Ds → η′eν (8%).
We use D± → K∓pi±pi± decays at 3770 MeV to estimate the systematic error for charged
kaon reconstruction, including particle identification. We reconstruct a D± tag, then find an
additional pi∓pi∓. We fit the recoil mass spectrum for events when we successfully reconstruct
a kaon using our selections and again for events when we did not reconstruct a kaon, giving us
our kaon efficiency. We perform this procedure for kaons of different momenta (determined
by the recoil momentum) and correct our Monte Carlo efficiency in each momentum range
accordingly.
We apply a similar approach for our KS reconstruction systematic, although we need
to use two modes to cover the full KS momentum range: Ds → KSK∓pi±pi± (K∗K∗) for
10
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FIG. 3. Our Ds → ηeν reconstruction’s two dimensional fit projections for (a) invariant Ds mass
and (b) η pull mass. Crosses represent data, while the lines show our total fit result and its four
fit components.
lower momentum KS and Ds → KSK for higher momentum KS. We again reconstruct
all particles but the KS (including the D
∗
s daughter photon), use the recoil momentum to
determine the underlying Ks momentum region, and fit the recoil mass for found and not
found KS to determine the Monte Carlo efficiency in each KS momentum range.
Our η reconstruction systematic takes advantage of the relatively high Ds → pipi0η rate,
where we reconstruct the Ds tag, the D
∗
s daughter photon, and a pipi
0 combination. To
avoid complications from the D∗s photon resolution, we perform a two-dimensional fit to the
Ds + γ recoil mass and the Ds + γ + pipi
0 recoil mass for our candidate events. We then
do another two-dimensional fit to the Ds + γ + pipi
0 recoil mass and η pull mass for our
succesfully reconstructed η candidates. The ratio of these fits gives us our efficiency for η
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reconstruction and the associated systematic error.
We determine the uncertainty on our Ds tag fits’ signal shapes by reconstructing anal-
ogous modes in the high-yield D± system and adjusting the Ds fit functions’ parameters
to match the measured D± mass resolutions. We estimate the systematic error on our Ds
tag fits’ background shapes by using the Monte Carlo predicted backgrounds in place of our
linear or quadratic backgrounds.
To estimate the effects of an improper Monte Carlo mass resolution on our η′, K∗, and f0
intermediate resonances, we use the reconstructed resolution from the clean modesDs → piη′,
Ds → K∗K, and Ds → f0pi, respectively. We generated Monte Carlo using both the ISGW2
form factor model [29] and a simple pole model, then took the efficiency difference between
the two as our standard deviation for the semileptonic efficiency’s systematic due to uncertain
form factors.
IV. RESULTS
Table II gives the branching ratio results for each of our six semileptonic modes, along
with their efficiencies and number of signal events. These results improve the existing
precision by about 20% for the largest modes, φeν and ηeν, and by 30%–40% for the smaller
branching fraction modes (other than f0, which has special considerations discussed below).
The sum of our exclusive modes has a branching fraction of (5.80 ± 0.27 ± 0.30)%, which
falls below the inclusive rate of (6.52± 0.39± 0.15)% by 1.2σ, possibly leaving a small role
for semileptonic decays with multiple hadrons.
Table III shows how this analysis’s results compare to prior results. Our Ds → f0eν,
f0 → pipi results give the branching fraction for only f0 → pipi that fall within a ±60 MeV
mass window to avoid complications from the uncertain f0 width and the onset of nonlinear
backgrounds at low f0 masses. The previous analysis fit the pipi mass spectrum over a wide
range for their f0 result. Both results are consistent if we apply a ±60 MeV mass requirement
to their data as well.
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TABLE II. Number of signal events, efficiencies (including all hadron branching fractions, like
φ → K+K−), and final branching fractions for each semileptonic mode. We list our statistical er-
ror first, followed by our systematic error (combining both for the systematics-dominated efficiency
error). Each mode uses 77, 207.5 ± 880.2 ± 1, 675.4 Ds tags. We have a soft correlation between
the tags’ systematic error and the systematic error on the number of signal events due to using a
common Ds shape. We also have a moderate correlation in the systematic between semileptonic
modes that is reflected in our sum’s systematic error.
Signal mode Nsig εsℓ B(%)
Ds → φeν 206.7 ± 16.4 ± 2.3 (12.5 ± 0.5)% 2.14 ± 0.17 ± 0.09
Ds → ηeν 358.2 ± 21.6 ± 6.8 (20.4 ± 1.7)% 2.28 ± 0.14 ± 0.20
Ds → η′eν 20.1 ± 4.4 ± 0.3 (3.8 ± 0.4)% 0.68 ± 0.15 ± 0.06
Ds → f0eν, f0 → pipi 41.9 ± 7.8 ± 0.6 (21.2 ± 1.0)% 0.13 ± 0.03 ± 0.01
Ds → K0eν 41.5 ± 8.3 ± 0.5 (13.7 ± 1.1)% 0.39 ± 0.08 ± 0.03
Ds → K∗eν 31.6 ± 7.5 ± 0.4 (23.0 ± 1.4)% 0.18 ± 0.04 ± 0.01
Sum 5.80 ± 0.27 ± 0.30
TABLE III. Most recent exclusive Ds semileptonic branching fraction measurements. Each of
our modes is consistent with the previous CLEO-c measurements [20, 21], although we see an
inconsistency in Ds → φeν with BaBar’s result [19].
Signal mode BaBar (%) CLEO-c (%) This analysis (%)
Ds → φeν 2.61 ± 0.03 ± 0.08 ± 0.15 2.36 ± 0.23 ± 0.13 2.14 ± 0.17 ± 0.09
Ds → ηeν — 2.48 ± 0.29 ± 0.13 2.28 ± 0.14 ± 0.20
Ds → η′eν — 0.91 ± 0.33 ± 0.05 0.68 ± 0.15 ± 0.06
Ds → f0eν, f0 → pipi Seen 0.20 ± 0.03 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.03 ± 0.01
Ds → KSeν — 0.19 ± 0.05 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.04 ± 0.02
Ds → K∗eν — 0.18 ± 0.07 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.04 ± 0.01
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V. DISCUSSION
Various theoretical predictions have been made for relative or absolute Ds semileptonic
decay rates [1, 4–7, 11, 29–34]. Some predictions combine with our measured results to
determine meson mixing angles. For instance, if we take η and η′ to be purely qq¯ states,
the Ds semileptonic decays to η and η
′ can extract the η − η′ mixing angle. For the mixing
angle defined by
|η′〉 = sin φ |nn¯〉+ cosφ |ss¯〉
|η〉 = cos φ |nn¯〉 − sinφ |ss¯〉
(2)
with |nn¯〉 = 1√
2
∣∣uu¯+ dd¯〉, the ratio of semileptonic widths gives [3]
Γ(Ds → η′eν)
Γ(Ds → ηeν) = RD cot
2 φ, (3)
where RD contains the relative phase space and the ratio of integrated form factors. Aniso-
vich, et al. [8] have used a monopole quark transition form factor to estimate RD = 0.23,
which combines with our result to give an η − η′ mixing angle of φ = 41◦ ± 4◦. If the
constituent quark transition form factor ratio is instead taken to be unity, RD = 0.28 and
we get φ = 44◦ ± 4◦.
We can compare these results to the SU(3) mixing angle given by
|η′〉 = sin θ |η0〉+ cos θ |η8〉
|η〉 = cos θ |η0〉 − sin θ |η8〉 ,
(4)
where the singlet and octet states follow |η0〉 = 1√3
∣∣uu¯+ dd¯+ ss¯〉 and |η8〉 = 1√6
∣∣uu¯+ dd¯− 2ss¯〉.
The bases relate to each other through θ = φ − arctan√2, with θ = 0 corresponding to
SU(3) symmetry. In the SU(3) basis, our results become θ = −13◦± 4◦ with the monopole
form factor and θ = −11◦ ± 4◦ for the flat form factor.
Alternately, the assumption of an η′ state consisting of only qq¯ can be loosened by allowing
for a glue component. In this case, we can use D+ semileptonic decays to cancel the glue
component through the ratio [3]
Γ(Ds → η′eν)/Γ(Ds → ηeν)
Γ(D+ → η′eν)/Γ(D+ → ηeν) = cot
4 φ. (5)
Here, the phase space and form factor ratio RD is assumed to be the same for D
+ and Ds
decays. Combining our Ds results with the D
+ data [35] gives φ = 42◦ ± 2◦ ± 2◦
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(θ = −13◦ ± 2◦ ± 2◦), where the first error comes from the D+ measurement and the
second comes from our measurement.
The f0 mixing angle may also be extracted by comparisons to theoretical calculations.
Several such estimates of the f0 decay rate exist [5–7], which collectively set the branching
fraction at B(Ds → f0eν) = (0.41–0.55)%× cos2 θ. We use a Flatte´ model with a Γf0 range
from 50 MeV–100 MeV, anMf0 range from 970 MeV–990 MeV, and Γ(f0 → K+K−)/Γ(f0 →
pi+pi−) values taken from experiment [36, 37] to estimate the fraction of f0 → pi+pi− in our
±60 MeV window. These combine with our Ds → f0eν measurement to yield an ss¯ mixing
angle of cos2 θ = 0.94 ± 0.26 ± 0.07 ± 0.19, where the first error comes from the range of
predictions, the second error comes from the uncertain f0 mass and width, and the third
error comes from our measurement. Ignoring the nonphysical range and treating the errors
as independent gives a mixing angle of θ = 20◦+32
◦
−20◦ .
Additionally, combining our Ds → φeν measurement with lattice calculations determines
a |Vcs| value [1]. We use [38]
B(Ds → φeν)
|Vcs|2
= (2.52± 0.22± 0.15)%, (6)
where the first error comes from the Ds → φeν lattice simulation, and the second error
comes from complications due to the strong φ → KK decay (not a “gold-plated” decay).
This yields |Vcs| = 0.921± 0.041± 0.049, with our measurement uncertainty generating the
first error and the combination of both lattice uncertainties giving the second error. The
|Vcs| result falls within one standard deviation of the best current value (0.986± 0.016) [15].
VI. CONCLUSION
We have used CLEO-c’s 4170 MeV data to measure semileptonic decays for the six
exclusive modes Ds → (φ, η, η′, f0, K0, K∗)eν. Our procedure uses additional data for four
modes (ηeν, η′eν, K0eν, and K∗eν) and involves a new technique in which the D∗s daughter
photon does not get reconstructed, significantly increasing the available statistics. We see
B(Ds → φeν) = (2.14±0.17±0.09)%; B(Ds → ηeν) = (2.28±0.14±0.20)%; B(Ds → η′eν) =
(0.68 ± 0.15 ± 0.06)%; B(Ds → K0eν) = (0.39 ± 0.08 ± 0.03)%; B(Ds → K∗eν) = (0.18 ±
0.04±0.01)%; and B(Ds → f0eν, f0 → pipi) = (0.13±0.02±0.01)% within 60 MeV of the f0
mass. Our measurements show that these six exclusive modes nearly saturate the inclusive
Ds width.
We also combined our results with theoretical predictions and other measurements to
extract an η − η′ mixing angle of φ = 42◦ ± 2◦ ± 2◦ and an f0 mixing angle with ss¯ of
θ = 20◦+32
◦
−20◦ .
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